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Christian 'philosophy' peopled the deserts which bordered
the valley of the Nile and spread monasticism through the
Western  provinces of the  Empire.   The  Life of Antony
became the model which was followed by later Greek hagio-
graphers.   Neoplatonism itself profoundly influenced the
theology of the Cappadocian Fathers, Gregory of Nazianzus
and Gregory of Nyssa, while somewhere, it would seem,
about the year a.d. 500 the unknown author who issued his
writings under the name of Dionysius the Areopagite, the
contemporary of the Apostle Paul, borrowed largely from
the work of the Neoplatonist Proclus. When those writings
had once been accepted as the product of the Apostolic age,
Neoplatonic thought became part of the orthodox theology
of the Eastern Church. Proclus wrote Neoplatonic hymns,
but in the first decade of the fifth century the pagan Synesius
became a Christian bishop and on the model of the poetry of
the classical world gave to the Greek Church some of the
earliest of its Christian hymns.  In the sixth century Greek
religious poetry reached its climax in the hymns of the
converted Jew Romanus, but these were no longer written
in the quantitative metre of classical poetry, but in the
accentual rhythm which was natural to the Christian congre-
gations which thronged the churches of Constantinople.
Under the early Empire the Stoic and Cynic missionaries
had journeyed through the Roman world carrying their
message to the common folk through the medium of the
sermon (diatribe): the intellectualism of the Neoplatonist
had no such popular message, but in Antioch, the city which
had remained unresponsive to the religious zeal of Julian the
Apostate, Chrysostom filled the Christian churches, and to a
populace attracted by the spell of his oratory proclaimed
alike on Sundays and on weekdays the moral demands of the
new faith.   The Neoplatonist could appeal to the lettered
aristocracy of the Greek world: the Christian preacher could
hold a wider audience.   The same transformation can be
traced in other branches of literature: the pagan epigram dies
but the Christian epigrammatist follows only too closely the
ancient models.   In the fifth century Nonnus produces his
Lionysiaca—the last pagan epic; in the seventh century
George of Pisidia as poet laureate of the East Roman Court

